These rare patches are numbered to 2 or less. Included in these patches are Name Plates, NASCAR Bar, Monster Energy Series Patch, Associate Sponsors and more.
TOOLS OF THE TRADE TRIOS SIGNATURES

The Tools of the Trade Trios feature three swatches of race used materials along with an on-card autograph from some of the top drivers in the sport.

*Spectrum Silver: #’d/99 or less
*Spectrum Blue: #’d/49 or less
*Spectrum Red: #’d/25 or less
*Spectrum Gold: #’d/10 or less

TEAM TANDEM SIGNATURES

Team Tandems Signatures feature dual on-card autographs, paired with race-used material from each driver.

*Spectrum Silver: #’d/99 or less
*Spectrum Blue: #’d/49 or less
*Spectrum Red: #’d/25 or less
*Spectrum Gold: #’d/10 or less

ABSOLUTE MEMORABILIA SIGNATURES

These Absolute Memorabilia Signatures feature over-sized swatches of race used materials along with an on-card autograph.

*Spectrum Silver: #’d/99 or less
*Spectrum Blue: #’d/49 or less
*Spectrum Red: #’d/25 or less
*Spectrum Gold: #’d/10 or less
ABSOLUTE INK

* Spectrum Blue: #’d/99 or less
* Spectrum Red: #’d/25 or less
* Spectrum Gold: #’d/10 or less

TOOLS OF THE TRADE DUALS

* Spectrum Silver: #’d/99 or less
* Spectrum Blue: #’d/49 or less
* Spectrum Red: #’d/25 or less
* Spectrum Gold: #’d/10 or less

ACTION PACKED

* Spectrum Blue: #’d/199
* Spectrum Red: #’d/149
* Spectrum Gold: #’d/99
**HOBBY CONFIGURATION**

- **5 CARDS** PER PACK
- **4 PACKS** PER BOX
- **14 BOXES** PER CASE

**BOX BREAK**

2 AUTOS + 2 MEMORABILIA CARDS
4 - NUMBERED BASE PARALLELS
4 - INSERTS (OR INSERT PARALLELS)

**SELLING POINTS**

- Look for the Absolute Prime cards featuring a complete patch from a firesuit.
- Find single, double and triple memorabilia swatch cards, including signed versions.
- Every hobby pack will feature an autograph or memorabilia card.
- Chase the Team Tandems Signatures featuring dual on-card autographs.
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